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Today in luxury:

Beauty pop-ups proliferate in Paris

Beauty pop-up shops continue to proliferate here while becoming ever more experiential, reports WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

For luxury brands, the musical chairs whirled faster in 2017

The managerial musical chairs at the top of the fashion and other luxury industries reached newly feverish levels in
2017: Every month of the year save August, when most companies go on vacation saw at least one big shake-up. And
a big announcement came just days before Christmas: Phoebe Philo of Cline was leaving the brand after a decade
as artistic director, says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Luxury living married with technology plus uber-amenities attract "elite luxury" renters

Savvy Los Angeles developers are marrying luxury living with technology plus uber-amenities to attract a new breed
of "Elite Luxury" renters, per Forbes.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes

6 important ways that luxury travel changed in 2017

A lot can happen in a year but 2017 was particularly eventful when it came to how we travel the world. The threats that
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loomed largest in 2016, Zika and the migrant crisis, faded into the rear-view mirror as talk of a United States travel
ban and Brexit suddenly dominated global headlines. And that was just the beginning. Here are six significant ways
the world changed for globetrotters in the last 12 months, according to Fortune.

Click here to read the entire article on Fortune
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